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Student reps
return from
Washington
by Ann Holst
After three days of workshops
and two days of lobbying, five
Winona State students returned
today from the United State
Student Association's 12th annual
national student lobbying
conference held in Washington,
D.C. April 9-14.
Representing WSU at George
Washington University were
Dianne Smith, president of the
student senate, Jeff Baker, vice
president, Mike Russell, legislative
affairs chairperson, Paul Morneau,
treasurer and Scott Johnson,
member of the student service
committee.
Smith said this conference was
similar to the one they attended
last summer in Oregon, and they
would lobby the proposals passed
in that conference.
According to Baker, this trip will
give WSU students a voice in
Washington, D.C. and the
opportunity to meet with
congressmen and senators from
Minnesota in addition to Secretary
of Education Terrell H. Bell.
Baker added, "It gives us an
opportunity to discuss the
problems and concerns of the
students throughout the United
States of America." He said they
were mainly concerned with
financial aid cuts because 80% of
WSU students are on financial aid.
Smith said, "The most important
thing about the conference is that
many times students and education
in general are put on a back burner
and they're not given the emphasis
they deserve. This concerence
enables us to group together and
try to educate legislators on our
issues and concerns.

That time of the year has arrived once again, as shown here by a late afternoon wind surfer on Lake Winona. Barring bad weather, the lake
becomes one of Winona State's 'hot spots' during spring quarter. (Photo by Brad G. Burch)

Financial aid cuts would hurt students
by Mary Beth Mullins
Financial aid may be harder to
get in 1981 due to many proposed
federal and state financial aid cuts.
If the proposals go through,
Winona State students as well as
students across the country would
feel the effects.
According to a WSU Student
Senate meeting report, there are
five proposals called for on the
federal level. They are: 1)
elimination of Social Security
benefits to students. 2) limiting the
Guaranteed Student Loan to the
amount needed to cover education
cost after other sources of student
and family income are considered,
3) elminating the policy of the
government paying interest on
Guaranteed Loans while
borrowers are still in school, 4)

increasing the interest rate on the
new Parent Loan from nine
percent to current market rates,
and 5) increasing the expected
amount of family contributions for
all need-based programs.
On the state level, proposals call
for a reduction of the Coordinating
Board's request for State
Scholarships and Grant Funds by
$15,760,000 over the next two
years.

The GSL is the biggest aid
program at WSU, said Lietzau,
paying $3,539,000 this year.
Currently, the GSL is not need
based, but if the proposal goes
through the program will be
tightened and not used to replace
family contributions.

Bob Lietzau, of Winona State's
Financial Aid Office said the
elimination of Social Security
benefits to students would affect

Borrowers will be expected to
pay the interest rates on their
loans while still in school, if the
third federal proposal goes

through. The government is paying
the interest at current market
rates while the student is in school,
and up to nine months after the
student graduates, explained
Lietzau. The student then begins
to pay off the loan, and the interest
at a arate of seven percent, leaving
the government to pay the
difference.
"Students who need the loans
are going to borrow the money and
I don't think many students would
object to paying the interest if they

Continued on page 3

850 students polled

WSU survey shows over 94% drink
by Monica Gaska
Bottoms up.
National figures show 71-90
percent of college students drink,
according to a study conducted by
the University of Florida.
Winona State figures are
slightly higher than the national
average - 94.6 percent of the 850
students surveyed drink. The
WSU survey was made earlier this
year by the Inter Hall Residence
Council (IRHC), Housing Office and
counseling center.
The survey stated that 35
percent sometimes forgot what
happened to them while they were
drinking and 25 percent
occasionally worried about the long
range consequences of their
drinking.

The percentage of those that drink at WSU is higher than the national
college average, according to those surveyed. (Photo by Casey W. Lake)

150-200 students at WSU. Limiting
of the Guaranteed Student Loan
program would affect 1,881
students at WSU.

According to Art Tye, WSU
counselor, the survey indicates a
need to make students more aware

of alcohol's effects. Tye is working
on a local alcohol awareness task
force with students and Jim Howe,
a chemical dependency counselor
at WSU through a Comprehensive
Education Training Act (CETA)
grant.
"We're a neophyte, we're new,"
said Tye, adding the task force will
deal with education, prevention
and intervention.
Howe is working at the Chemical
Dependency Awareness Center,
100B Prentiss, which opened in
December 1980. Howe provides
information to students, faculty or
administration at WSU concerning
the abuse of chemicals. Howe also
does
personal
assessments,
counseling
and
recommends
community resources to those
seeking help.
Howe says alcohol is being
abused anytime it interferes with
any facet of a person's life. Alcohol
abuse can exist if a student begins

to experience personal relationship
problems or even financial
problems as a result of spending
above their budget on alcohol,
Howe said.
"Alcohol is the most dangerous
drug because it affects every organ
of the body and destroys the
person morally, spiritually and
physically," stated Howe.
Winona State does have a
problem with alcohol abuse,
although the problem is not unique,
Continued on Page 2
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Fisk's retrenchment: TV curriculum in doubt
by Brett Pyrtle
As the only full-time instructor
in the mass communications
department, John Fisk is busy
teaching classes and supervising
student television productions. He
doesn't appear to be a elan about to
lose his job. Yet, that is the case.
"We needed to consolidate the
program under one roof," said Fisk.
Under the present format, the
mass communications department
is a combination of the English,
communication and theater arts,
and photo, film, and television

410 Center St.

departments. The decision to
consolidate is the main reason
Fisk's position has been
retrenched.

Fisk stated that Pack and Mike
Martin are both teaching on a parttime basis, and that their work load
will increase to fill the gap left by
his departure.

Fisk is concerned about the
future of the television program at
WSU. "There's a lot of enthusiasm
and involvement on the students'
part," he said. "Just the one show,
not including Winona in Sports,
takes up about 25 hours a week. It
takes a real effort and
participation on the part of the
faculty. There's just no way that
Dennis (Pack) will be able to
continue that."

ILL PHOTO
Winona, MN

Fisk says he understands the
reasons surrounding his
retrenchment, but that it doesn't
make it easier to leave. "I can look
at it objectively," he says, "I like
Winona, the community, students,
and don't really want to leave."
Unlike Tom Eitter, another WSU
teacher facing retrenchment, Fisk
won't challenge the university.

Fisk feels the new mass
communications department will
work — eventually. "Students in
television and film will suffer in the
short run," he said, referring to the

"I could fight this," he said," but
I would be fighting other people in
the department. If I bump someone
else, that isn't going to help the
program."

Continued from Page 1
said Scott Peak, Prentiss-Lucas
dorm director. "There are
individual problems here, but you
can compare them to society itself.
There will always be a percent that
can't handle alcohol," he added.

Winona's First Color Film Developing Lab
• NEXT DAY SERVICE ON
Kodacolor II Film
Color Reprints
110, 126, And 135 Size
Standard Size

•

PROMPT SERVICE ALL OTHER
FILMS AND ENLARGEMENTS
MON THRU FRI 8:00 AM-5:30 PM
SAT 9:00 AM-3:00 PM

That percent causes problems,
according to Peak. who said 60-70
percent of the damages that occur
in the dorms are caused by alcohol.

Super Fast Service On
Developing Only [C41 Process]

452-1058

Fisk believes that in time, the
gaps will even out. "The
administration will see the need for
this student involvement in
production courses," He said.
"These are essential...students are
handling real situations and
learning responsibility."

One area, Fisk says will not be
filled is film. "That area will just
die completely. One reason we
might have gotten zapped was we
may have overscheduled the film
classes." Fisk, since arriving at
Winona State in 1977, has been the
primary force behind building a
modern film department. The
shelving of the program bothers
him, "Damn, I've worked four
years on this thing...that (the
program) was my baby."

Alcohol survey

"One block east of Main between 8th and 9th"

reorganizing
the
effects
of
department. "My concern is that
next year there may not be any
student programming."

Calvin Winbush, assistant to
vice president of Student Affairs

Latest

4g
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John Fisk

added,
98
percent
of the
,disciplinary action cases he deals
with are alcohol related.
Richard Behnke, WSU Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
professor teaches a class for those
charged with Driving While
Intoxicated (DWA), violations.
Behnke said, 65 nercent of his
students are between the ages of
18-23. He added that students are
becoming more open about alcohol
abuse, with the average age of
persons seeking treatment
declining to the late 20's. Behnke
suggested that interested students
could attend an open Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting on Thursday
evenings at 8 p.m. at 69 1/2 W. Third
Street.

At WSU there is not any more
drinking than in years before, said
Howe, it is just out in the open
today. Both Howe and John Kane,
vice president of Student Affairs,
agreed that today more students
are drinking to get drunk, and are
drinking at a younger age.
According to the WSU survey, 40
percent are drinking to get high or
drunk, while 28 percent are
drinking alcohol before they were
15 year s old.
The main cause of alcohol abuse
is that society says alcohol is
acceptable, commented Peak.
Aside from this, there is the
pressure and stress of college,
added Howe, causing students to
make irresponsible alcohol-related
decisions.

Senate supports MPIRG hike

Promo-Album
Covers with
Bubblegum

The Student Senate by a vote of
23 for, three against and
one abstention, approved a motion
to support an MPIRG fee increase.
The Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group $1 fee appears on
the student fee statements every
quarter. The fee is
refusable/refundable. The senate is
supporting an increase of 50
cents which would raise the fee to

$1.50.
The Student Senate also
discussed the lobbying program.
Great concern was expressed
about government budget cuts
dealing with financial aid. The
senate will be sponsoring a letter
writing campaign directed at the
represenatives in order to express
concerns about these budget cuts.
Every student is encouraged to
address this issue.

Summer Jobs

Available at

$1950.00
Guaranteed

Hemming s

Midwest company has
openings in the
following communities

ammelimmemmommui
I Start off your collection 1

Austin
Minneapolis
Winona
LaCrosse
Rochester
Red Wing
Eau Claire
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Interviews 1,2,3 and 4 p.m.
in the Student Union

Thurs. April 16 9 1981
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KQAL's 1,000 watt request
finally approved by the FCC
by Wendy Zauss
It's finally here!
Winona State's radio station
KQAL, has been granted its long
awaited power increase from the
Federal Communications
Commission. The 10 watt station
will become 1,000 watts within 60
days, said Mike Martin, KQAL
faculty advisor.

A new radio antenna for KQAL sits atop WSU's Performing Arts
Center. (Photo by Brad Burch)

Financial aid cuts

students receiving awards, or
smaller awards will be given to
each student. Currently, 791
students at WSU are receiving
$399,240 from this program.

Continued from Page 1
get the money," said Lietzau.
According to the senate meeting
report, there is also a proposal
calling for an increase on interest
on the new Parents Loan. The
present interest rate of 9 percent
was changed to current market
rates. The change became effective
January 1, but has not been
implemented by the state, said
Lietzau.

"If all of the proposals would go
through, it would be a tremendous
impact on our students,"
emphasized Lietzau. He and the
student senate both agree that it is
important for students and/or
parents to let the congressional or
state legislators know what
financial aid has meant to them.

The federal proposals call for
increasing the amount of family
contributions for all need-based
programs. According to Lietzau,
the parents' contribution should be
14 percent of discretionary income.
Discretionary income is the income
remaining after all deductions from
the family's gross income have
been made. The Federal
government wants to change that
percentage to 20, causing a
decrease in students eligible for
financial aid.
The state proposal for a
reduction of the Coordinating
Board's request for funds would
mean one of two things according
to the senate reporting and
Lietzau. There will either be a
reduction in the number of

Lietzau admitted there are areas

After convincing the WSU
administration that KQAL should
have a power increase, the
administration chose not to raise
the power to 100 watts, but
according to Martin, "go for broke"

The AP teletype is similar to a
typewriter, except it prints out
information continuously without
the aid of a typist. The information
comes from the AP regional center
in Minneapolis.

in the financial aid system which
need some help. He mentioned the
Guaranteed Student Loan as one of
these areas. This loan has
potential for abuse, as it is not
restricted, and some students may
misuse the money outside of
school.
Lietzau also feels there is no
reason why the government should
be paying interest on loans,
especially during the nine months
grace period after a student
graduates.
The proposals are scheduled to
be voted on this spring. "The
timing is very, very bad. Normally
at this time of the year we are
making awards to students," said
Lietzau.

PAPA JOHN'S
Makes It a Meal
To Remember

"Just a Step Away....
Across From WSU
On Huff St."

$1.00 Off

Large Pizza

Carry-Out &
Delivery Call

Tues. Nights

452-1234

4't
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• ••
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Overall cost of the station going
to 1,000 watts is $20,000. This
includes a transmitter, modulation
monitor, transmission lines, and an
antenna. The increase in power
was decided upon before Gov. Al
Quie's budget freeze.
One new addition to KQAL is an
Associated Press wire. All latebreaking news comes directly into
the KQAL office by way of a
teletype.

Lietzau said that it should be
emphasized that congressional or
state legislators should hear from
students and parents as to what aid
has meant for them.

529 HUFF STREET

The increase in power will allow
KQAL to be heard around 30 miles
away, said Martin. Currently
KQAL is heard approximately 15
miles away.

In the spring of 1978 the FCC
passed a law stating 10 watt
stations had to increase to at least
100 watts or move to the
commercial side of the FM dial
which is 92 to 108 MHZ. Since
KQAL is 89.5 FM on the dial,
something had to be done.

There will be about 600,000
students eliminated from aid
nationwide, and about 100 schools
closed if the proposals go through,
according to a newsletter from the
American Council on Education.
Lietzau, however, could make no
estimates.

Bob Lietzau

and raise the power to 1,000 watts.

OPEN DAILY
4:00 P.M.

Martin said, the AP has
hundreds of its own reporters.
Also, any radio station, newspaper,
or TV station that has an AP wire
may also call in stories, remarked
Martin, so the AP always has
timely information.
The AP wire was also granted to
KQAL before the recent freeze.
"The freeze is hurting us and we
are frustrated because of the lack
of funds, said Martin. "We put in a
request in early February for new
styli (needles) for the turntables
but it was rejected. It's impossible
for a radio station to function
without proper turntables."
KQAL will be equal in "power"
to the other stations in Winona.
KWNO, an AM station and KAGE
an AM and FM, are both 1,000
watts. Martin said, "We hope to be
more professional in every way,
people will hear us that have never
heard us before, we'll have to be
good."

ELECTRIC "R" CADE
STOP BY
GAMES OF
• • ENJOY
•
• Electronic
Video
• Pool
• Pinball
Foosball

Open:
Mon. - Fri.
2:00 - 10 p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m.
to 10 p.m.
Sun. 12 - 5 p.m.

122 E. 3rd
452-9870
(Located Near Hardt's Music)

Taking Off for Easter,
or Thinking About
Graduation?
Come on in
and Browse,
See our New Lines
Featuring Women's Ready to Wear
Uniforms

Lingerie

Luggage

Maternity

Luggage
10% off
Lingerie
with
Zena Jeans WSU ID

jandee's
Corner of Third and Main

452-4826
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Opinions
Space shuttle launches

Our Readers Respond
Student rejects God's existence

new step into space

Dear Editor:

Astronauts John Young and Robert Crippen piloted
the space shuttle Columbia to a picture-perfect landing
at Edward's Air Force Base just north of Los Angeles
yesterday. To some, this was another example of how to
spend $10 billion in a hurry. To others, this was a
magnificent leap into a new era of space flight.
Besides the obvious technological, scientific and
military breakthroughs that the re-usable shuttle
spawned, one thing remains in our minds that always
has and always will — the curiousity to conquer the
unknown.
Young slowly walked down the stairs perched up
against the giant plane, smile pasted on his face, and
jumped about like a small child after his first roller
coaster ride at Coney Island. He wasn't thinking of how
well the shuttle would work for the U.S. military...or
why a few of the tiles flew off during lift-off on Sunday
morning...or when a future shuttle would depart from
the Earth's gravitational pull and deposit a gigantic
telescope in space. He gleamed in thinking that he and a
team of thousands had taken another step in outer
space.

After readng WSU student
reflects on Habakkuk, I wanted to
puke up my soul and punch God in
the mouth. Unfortunately, I do not
have a soul and God does not
exist. Therefore, I am writing this
letter.
Julie Danielson, in the above
mentioned letter states "God is
indeed still involved in our world."
What has God done lately, Julie?
Have you seen God collecting
money for charity? You said God is
"involved." Does that mean God
runs for student senate and writes
letters to his/her congressman?

Next, you tell us "My job is to let
Jesus Christ be Lord of all areas of
my life and obey Him as we walk
together through this life." How
does God make orders
understandable to you, Julie? Does
Christ put his arm around your
shoulder and whisper in you ear?
Does God make long distance
phone calls to you? Why have you
thrown away your free will and
become a slave to an illusion?

You also state the big clean up

Why do you leave your "messes"

Dear Editor:
I'm writing this letter in
response to Richard Esvang's
columns Dialogues With Myself,
Winonan, April 1, dealing with the
motives of the "Moral Majority."
Mr. Esvang, it appears, has
made some strong accusations
toward the "Moral Majority"
without any proof to defend his
case. Please, don't get me wrong,
I'm not writing this letter to say
that everything the "Moral
Majority" says, or stands for, is
right. I am, however, writing this
letter to point out Mr. Esvang's
unjustified accusations, and his
own inconsistent statements.

The ventures of many scientists and curious
individuals have taken man to where he is today, even
though more changes will continue to shape our lives.
One day perhaps we will venture into space aboard the
shuttle to visit our children living in space.

For example, becoming a part of
the "Moral Majority" is an
individualistic right in itself. No
one, at least not to my knowledge,
has ever been forced or
manipulated into accepting the
views and practices of the "Moral
Majority." However, Mr. Esvang
asserts that the "Moral Majority"
"is a bunch of antiquated,
pretentious machine-like people
who are forcing their own views on
the unsuspecting public." Come on,
Mr. Esvang, that is a harsh, and

ui
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for Christ to clean up? I clean up
my own messes. I hope I do not
step into any of yours.
You state that being frustrated
about situations and conditions is
really a waste of energy. Of course
it is! You have to do something
about frustrating situations. If you
wait for God to relieve your
frustrations, you will be waiting a
long, long time.
Finally, you state Might as well
let God be God. If your God is all
powerful, do you have any
alternative?
Jeff Walker

Column unjust to 'Moral Majority'

It's the old story of how man needs imaginative and
sometimes wishful thinking in order to survive. Yet we
begin to want more as we learn more about the
universe. While developing into educated adults, college
students realize the need for learning perhaps more
than anyone. We can't let our near-sightedness spoil the
future of the country, and maybe the entire world's.
Through our continual seeking of outer space, we may
one day find alternative sources for our existence. Until
then, we can only look.

D.D.

job is God's. How many death
camps, world wars and plagues is
God going to sit back and watch
before he/she breaks out the mop
and bucket?

Dear Editor:

unjust criticism of people. After Bible as a source rather than a
all, in most of your columns you "weapon." Besides, has anyone
denounce such name calling and from the "Moral Majority" pointed
finger pointing, calling it a Bible at you and threatened your
"juvenile." I wish, Mr. Esvang, you life?
would make up your mind.
Moreover, I feel that the "Moral
Furthermore, Mr. Esvang Majority" focuses primarily on
suggests that the "Moral Majority" moral issues not political ones.
interprets the word of the Lord After all, I haven't heard one
through book burnings, and suggestion from the Rev. Jerry
beating of one's child, the Falwell and Co. as to how the
preaching of politics and religion, federal budget should be used, nor
and the use of the Bible as a have I heard anything from the
weapon rather than a dialogue of "Moral Majority" that deals with
spiritual instruction." Where is the U.S. foreign affairs..
validity to these accusations? Did
Mr. Esvang actually see these book
Finally, Mr. Esvang, it is only
burnings? And how is the Bible common courtesy to use capital
used as a weapon? letters for words like Lord and
Bible in the context you were using
The litigation that the "Moral them. Common courtesy, it is
Majority" uses the Bible as a something you stand for, isn't it
"weapon" goes without proof or Mr. Esvang?
explanation. I tend to feel that they
Jay C. Kolbe
(the "Moral Majority") use the
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After reading the article in your
paper about the support and
patronage of the sports events at
the college, I think it is disgusting.
We have been to several of the
girl's basketball games and if it
weren't for the rest of the team
members and parents for a rooting
section, it would be embarrassing.
everyone
isn't
I
know
athletically inclined nor musically
inclined etc. but I can see now why
the people who do put in their time
and work get really down and
disgusted and get no enthusiasm
Continued on Page 5
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Dialogues
with
myself

Bike storage
area needed
Dear Editor:

by Richard Esvang
Winona State Want Ads
Trading Post: Willing to trade one mass comm department for
another. New department includes:
1) Brand new titles for already existing classes.
2) A truck-load of bright and shiny new teachers, to help turn
Speech 118 courses into an intensive assembly line of information.
3) Sick of creativity? Well, this new mass comm department aces
out any film or any other visual art program.
4) Only one drawback — This new mass comm department has yet
to be approved by the State University Board. But, that will actually
be an advantage to any administration, for you can make any other
senseless change without telling a soul.
Please send all inquiries to ex-Vice President Sheila Kaplan, who is
currently sunning in Key West, Fla.
Help Wanted: I need older or younger unemployed instructors
who were once involved in mass communications departments, to
teach adventure training to first graders. Qualifications: Bitterness
toward those in authority. Also, you need the foresight to know that
higher education is not education anymore — it's a business.

WSU athletics
Continued from Page 4
going of their own.
Don't the other students realize
this all goes down in the pages of
Winona State University?
All I know is that it has been a
big let down for me to come all the
way over to Winona to watch our
daughter participate and try and
root her on but to no avail when
classmates and etc. do not support
them. Win, lose or draw they have
all given their best in what ever

The New c
Jackson Street
Cafe

the endeavor. It makes a person
wish your kids could stay in high
school forever and enjoy
themselves.
Probably, even a few more
teachers could show up. We see the
same faces each time we are there.
I know this letter will probably
come as a surprise, but I just
thought I'd like to let someone
know how a parent feels.

Do you have a bike at school?
Are you afraid each night that it
may be stolen? Even if you lock
your bike up outside every night it
still isn't safe from being stolen.
More students might bring their
bicycles to school if they knew they
had a safe place to keep them each
night. What the dorms need is a
shelter or storage area for
students' bikes at night. This
would also save the bicyles from
harsh weather. Students could
store their bikes in the winter
instead of leaving them out like
many students do. Some students
live too far away to transport them
so often.
Keeping bikes in a shelter also
would cut down on the vandalism
that is done to the bicycles. A
college campus is the perfect
target for bike theft. With the
variety of students comes a variety
of bicycles and being out in the
open they become a prime target.
The student can lock their bike up
with the best of locks, but if
someone is out to steal that
certain bike, no lock will stop them.
Mary Andrashko

Ready for
Mt. St. Helens,
Hurricane Allen,
Love Canal.
Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

Now Open!
6 AM to 10 PM Mon. - Fri.
8 AM to 10 PM Sat. - Sun.

West 5th Street
t. Teresa's
College

Broadway

Featuring a daily — Breakfast, Lunch and
Dinner Menu - Plus Omelets, Quiches,
Soups & Desserts
Bring In This Ad
Friendly
Cafe
For A Cup Of
Atmosphere
Services

FREE COFFEE
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The

Rose Bowl
Has Expanded
and
Business Is Blooming!
Our commitment to customer service, reasonable prices, and of
course... beautiful fresh flowers, plants, and silk arrangements
has made us

Winona's most complete florist
Easter is almost here!
Let us bring all the colorful blooms, tantalizing scents, and
gorgeous greens of Spring and the Easter Season to your home.
Come see our Ceramic Bunnies, with Silks or Plants, Silk
Easter Baskets, Easter Dish Gardens, Fresh Flower
Arrangements.
We have an Unlimited Supply of beautiful Fresh Easter
Lilies, Mums, and Hydrangeas.

THE

AFS
American
Floral
Service
"We've grown bigger to serve you better."

ROSE BOWL

454-1100

3rd & Main

submitted by an athlete's parent

AT THE
BOOKSTORE
Lki:L1
OaliER? MACE

-s

E. 3RD

176 EAST THIRD STREET

Color
Enlargements
From Kodak, Focal, Fuji, and Fotomat films

Open til 10 pm Mon. - Sat.
PHONE 452-1821

.69Ceach
Eating and Drinking
Establishment
LIQUORS • COCKTAILS
BEER • FINE FOODS

5x7

I 99each
8x10

West Fifth St.
Winona • Minnesota
WINONA, MINNESOTA

Member of the Warrior Club

Prices Good Through April 21st.
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Arts Entertainment
Forward into the past with the SCA
by Lee R. Christopherson

They are also expected to obtain
or construct their own armor,
which can be as simple as a helmet
and a coat made of old carpeting or
as complicated as a suit of
chainmail.

King Laurelen wants you!
King Laurelen? Wait a minute.
The
United
States
is
a
right?
constitutional
republic,
There aren't any kings here.

"Everyone must meet minimum
armor requirements before they
can participate in an event,"
Dennison says.

Well — yes and no. The United
States is a constitutional republic,
but it does have kings. Eight of
them, to be exact. And Winona is
smack-dab in the center of the
Middle Kingdom, of which
Laurelen Darksbane is king.

His own armor consists of a
helmet, a padded gambeson worn
beneath a coat of plate steel, steel
leg and shin guards and a pair of
hockey gloves as gauntlets ("it isn't
period, but it's safe").

The Middle Kingdom is one of
eight divisions in the United States
and Canada of the Society for
Creative Anachronism (SCA), a
non-profit, educational group
whose members study and recreate the medieval and
renaissance periods.
King
Laurelen's
local
representative is Denys de
Caergwen, a 12th century
Welshman who hopes to recruit
enough new members to the society
to form a local group or "shire" in
Winona. To do this, he needs to
find five people willing to pay the
$10 yearly dues.
De Caergwen is the "sca"
(rhymes with "ma") name of
Russell Dennison, acquisitions
librarian for Winona State
University. Dennison — along with
his wife, Terri; 2-year-old son,
Brandon; 5-month-old daughter,
Keary, and his wife's sister,
Chrissie Evert — form an enclave
of the Middle Ages in 20th century
Winona.
Dennison joined the SCA four
years ago in Madison, while he was
attending graduate school, and
became active in the local branch
there. He is one of what he
estimates to be 3,000 "paying
members" of the society in the
Middle Kingdom.
Paid
membership is not
necessary to participate in SCAsponsored events, he says. It is
necessary if a person wants to hold

Most of the weapons used by t-he
SCA are made of rattan, a fibrous
vine which acts like steel during a
fight, but which, when it breaks,
does not splinter or have hard
edges. The weapons are made to
look more realistic by covering
them with metallic tape.

Russell Dennison demonstrates a two sword fighting technique. (Photo
by Yoshiko Ohkura)
-

office in the organization or receive
an award from the king, but "some
people go for years without
becoming paid members."

will be allowed to research and
select new names when they get
older.

FOr this reason, actual figures on
the size of the kingdom are hard to
estimate. "Take my household,"
Dennison says, "there are five
people and only one subscriber."

Most personas are from the
European Middle Ages, but says
Dennison, "we allow vistors from
other cultures," and goes on to
mention members that are Moors
and samauri.

Members of the group are
expected to research a period and
place and develop a persona.
"Personas," he explains, "are
somebody who could have lived (in
that period), but didn't."

Dennison is a Marshall of the
Field for the SCA — a person who
is in charge of training fighters for
the kingdom. In Madison he
scheduled practices and taught the
rules of fighting to newcomers.

For example, de Caergwen,
Dennison's persona; Taira d'en
Farraige Thiara, Terri's late 9thearly 10th century Irish lady, or
Cara of Shannon, the 14th century
Irish persona of Chrissie. The
Dennison children also have sca
names — Brandon is Brandon ap
Denys and Keary is Ciara — but

"You have to pass a test before
you can be in a tourney," he says.
New warriors must demonstrate
their skills before at least two,
preferably three, officials of the
society before they will be allowed
to fight in SCA-sanctioned battles
and tournaments.

Fighters
who
demonstrate
exceptional skill and valor on the
battlefield can become a member of
an elite class — the knights.
Dennison estimates that only two
percent of the fighters in the
Middle Kingdom are knights.
"There are fewer than 50 knights,"
he says.
Some of the knights are truly
extraordinary. Dennison speaks
with awe of one knight from
another kingdom, Paul of Bellatrix
("A legend in his own time," Terri
adds), who fought 16 consecutive
challengers in one morning — and
defeated them all.
"I spend a lot of time talking
about the fighting," Dennison says,
"because it's the flashiest thing we
do, and people want to copy it. Only
one out of 10 people in the kingdom
is a fighter."
Other facets of being an SCA
member include dancing, singing,
calligraphy, woodworking and the
needle arts of sewing and

`Henry Hull Show' debuts
by Annette Fackler
"The Henry Hull Show" made its
debut April 9 on KQAL. The show,
focusing on Minnesota history, will
be aired every Thursday from 6:00
p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Hull is an assistant professor of
history at Winona State
University and has taught here for
18 years. He is excited about this
new show and feels that "this radio
program is my greatest
opportunity to reach out and bring
the fascinating story of history to
thousands of people."
Hull stated he will begin his
series with topics relating to
Minnesota history, and if a demand
for his lectures develops, he will
branch out into many other

historical areas. He feels capable of
bringing such a variety into his
lectures as he has taught over 20
different history courses at WSU.
Although Hull's is a relatively
new voice on the air, he has been
speaking at events ranging from
WSU commencements to Lions
Club meetings since he came to
Winona. He feels that, "As a
former English teacher I have
studied communication in depth so
that I could talk to any group from
nursery school through graduate
school."
Scott Bremer, KQ's student
manager, is not as concerned with
Hull's past experience as a speaker
as he is with his ability to
communicate effectively to
students. "This show will go over

because the students really like the
guy; he thoroughly enjoys what
he's doing and puts energy into his
lectures," Bremer commented. He
feels Hull can relate to students
and said that once you hear him,
you'll want to hear him again.
Hull is hoping to continue with
his program until his retirement
and is looking at the future with
enthusiasm. "I am wonderfully
excited to tape my program for the
next eight years," he said. He is
anxiously awaiting the day when
KQ increases its wattage because
he would like to broadcast to
farmers who are currently outside
KQ's broadcast range. He is
planning a series of agricultural
history lectures which he feels will
be of interest to farmers.
Henry Hull (Photo by Terri Poehls)

embroidery.
Dennison
says
members usually try to develop
well-rounded personas.
He knows of members who raise
sheep, gather the wool and make
their own cloth, which they color
with home-made dyes. One person,
known as Margaret of Shaftesbury,
an abbotess, has written
monographs on subjects pertaining
to her period and even has a pair of
medieval-style glasses.
Non-knightly members can
receive special awards from the
king for their contributions to the
SCA. The Order of the Laurel is
given for excellence in the
medieval arts and sciences and the
Order of the Pelican can be
received for services "above and
beyond the above and beyond" to
the realm.
But, according to Dennison, "One
of the best thing about the SCA is
the food." Typically, he says, an
SCA tournament is followed by an
evening feast of "fish, flesh and
fowl." Accompanying the feast are
entertainments — minstrels,
jugglers, choral singers, courtly
dances and the like.
He's looking forward to April 25.
That's when the SCA will put on an
event in the East Cafeteria of
Kryzsko Commons from noon-4
p.m. Dennison is expecting about
15 members from the Minneapolis
branch of the organization and 5-10
members from Madison to appear
and give demonstrations.
"We hope to give a good view of
what we do," he says.
The event will be free and open
to the public, which is invited to
come join the SCA members as
they move creatively forward —
into the past.
Anyone interested in the SCA is
asked to call Dennison or his wife
at 454-6262 for more information.
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Off
The Record
by Eric J. Norgaarden

Gino Vannelli is one of the finest contemporary male vocalists
around yet he's been terribly misunderstood by the critics. They've
tended to write him off as just another pretty boy with a pretty voice.
They say he can't rock and roll and tends to get a little too romantic
with music. That's too bad because he's more talented than any of
them realizes. True, he's a commercially marketable character but I
don't think he sells out — he's just an honest artist with an honest
commitment: His life belongs to his music.
Gino Vannelli hails from Canada where the quality of music tends to
go unnoticed here in the U.S.A. If you've ever heard any Canadian FM
stations you know they're a lot more creative than their U.S.
contemporaries.
Vannelli has moved around quite a bit since releasing Crazy Life, his
first album in 1973. Wherever he goes, he writes about it in his music.
His 1977 1p, A Pauper In Paradise, was clearly influenced by the city of
New Orleans and his last two, especially his latest, Nightwalker, are
California influenced.
Gino Vannelli albums are family affairs. His brother, Joe, has played
keyboards on every album and is a major part of the Gino Vannelli
sound. In fact until recently, guitars have been almost entirely
exluded from the music, making them predominantly keyboard-colored
albums. Joe Vannelli has a unique sound and is inseparable from his
brother. Another brother, Ross, is a fine acoustic guitarist and vocalist
who has recently become more a part of Gino's music.
Gino Vannelli has always attracted a good many of the best
musicians around. Graham Lear and Casey Scheuerell, drumffiers who
have gone on to play with Carlos Santana and Jean-Luc Ponty
respectively, started out with Gino. But somehow, if you've ever
noticed, these drummers always seem to play with more bite and
enthusiasm on Gino's albums than they do with more established
artists. Maybe it's in the art of production, but just maybe it's the
spirit invoked in the music. I tend to believe it's the latter.

it came to dining out.

Being a college student, I always
assumed that I had certain
restrictions placed on me.
Limitations of money, leisure time
and transportation forced me to set
certain standards, especially when

As far as I knew, no college
student had the right to demand,
let alone expect, good food, unique
surroundings or atmosphere when
eating out. I have been proven
wrong. The Godfather's
Restaurant has combined these
three elements and has produced
an oasis in the junk food desert of
college dining.

Art
Shorts
`Joe Egg'
Joe Egg, a tragi-comedy by
Peter Nichols, concludes it sixnight run tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Dorothy B. Magnus Open Stage
Theatre of the Performing Arts
Center.

The play, directed by Dr. David
Bratt, stars Steven W. Gwilt, Janis
Martin, Paul Teerlinck, Sarah Jane
Langness, Becky McConnell and
Barb Ley.

Sponsored by the Winona
County Women's Political Caucus,
the film tells the story of a group of
women bank employees who
formed a union in 1977 to seek
equal pay and promotion practices.
When the bank denied their

Of course one doesn't survive
nutritionally on atmosphere: food
is the important factor. Here, the
Godfather's surprised even me, a
self-appointed and apprenticed
pizza connoisseur. The mouth
watering, thick-crust pizza with its
mounds of rich, tangy cheese and
flavorful sauce, not to mention the
fresh green peppers, outdoes
itself. It definitely stands in
Before
even
tasting
the another league from the cardboard
Godfather's pizza I was in love with creations that some people like to
the place. Any renovated building call pizza.
having the charm and unique
The only criticism that I would
characteristic of old Winona
structures immediately gets my possibly have is that the Godfther's
support. The Godfather's, with its pizza costs a little more than the
authentic beamed ceilings, rough- pizza at competing restaurants —
wood balcony railings, and cane- $4.45 for a small pepperoni pizza,
backed chairs distributed on two compared to $3.30-$3.80 at other
levels of dining space, has a touch places. But since pizza has long
of class, a unique element in college been on my list of priorities above
dining. The clean surroundings and birthday presents and tuition, I am
conversation-level jukebox music eager to spend an extra couple of
lend an atmosphere of enjoyment dollars for the pleasures that the
instead of stress as found in Godfathers "tastefully" delivers in
numerous other restaurant options both atmosphere and food.

SEMCAC Family Planning
Veneral Disease Clinic
641/2 W. 5th St.

Photo Exhibit
A senior photography exhibition
will be held April 26 - May 8 in 119
Somsen from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. The
show will feature the work of
Yoshiko Ohkura and Mark Ness.

Telephone 452-4307
Confidential birth control
and sexually transmitted
disease service

iliiitoUNTAIN
CrikAcres
DAREDEVILS

Bank strike film
to show next week
a
Eight,
Willmar
The
documentary about labor unrest in
a small Minnesota town, will be
shown April 22 at 8 p.m. in Dining
Rooms C and D, Kryzsko
Commons.

around town.

by Tracey Ruff

in Concert

requests, they went on a strike
that lasted over a year and became
a national feminist cause.
According to the Wall Street
Journal, bank trade groups are
encouraging their members to see
the film to avoid similar labor
troubles. The film was produced by
Julie Thompson and Mary Beth
Yarrow, wife of former Peter, Paul
and Mary singer Peter Yarrow.
There is no admission charge.

CARISCH THEATRES
CINE 4

2ND AND MAIN 452-4172

Now Showing
It's Dock!

MAIL

CINE 4

•

2ND AND MAIN 452-4172

Starts. Fri.
Bad( when men

with Special Guests
the Dillman Band
Michael Murphey and

were animals...

RINGO STARR
BARBARA BACH

AAR%
20th CENTURY
1.- `-.1 FOX FILMS

UNITED

Dolby Stereo
Disney Double feature

Starts Fri.
They taught her to loiwe.

Now Showing
Held Over!
There were 3
conditions to the
S million dollar
inberttance.

GOING
cNIDE!
Plus "Alice In Wonderland"

1129J ';.',r1T„I.E.'""TL

April 23, 1981 8:30 p.m.
New Memorial Hall Winona State University
Tickets Available at:

Almalgamated Audio Lindner Music Hemmings Music
Hardt's Music Up & Co. Office - WSU Prentiss-Lucus Hall - WSU
at the door

$3.00 with WSU I.D.

$5.00 General Admission

scHwitir
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Campus Shorts

Before you buy any bike. take a look at the
Schwinns the bicycle built to last and last and
last!

SCHWINNS FOR ALL AGES 2 YEARS TO 92!
Student Senate Elections
Student Senate elections will be
held May 6. There are 22 positions
available. Six seats from each class,
two graduate seats and two atlarge seats will be open.
Applications are available April 1630 in the senate office.
Financial Aid
The Financial Aid Office is
accepting student applications for
financial assistance for the 1981
Summer Sessions.
In addition, to the summer
school application, the student
must submit a 1980-81 Family
Financial Statement for the first or
second session. Application forms

Official
Bull
Advising dates for Fall Quarter
pre-registration are April 22, 23,
24, 27, 28. Students who have not
declared a major should sign up for
an advising appointment outside
the Cinema Room, Kryzsko
Commons, on April 20 - 21.
Students who have declared a
major should see the advisor whose
name appears on their "PDF"
forms.
Registration materials will be
available on April 20, behind the
stage in Somsen. Students will not
be permitted to pre-register unless
they have seen an advisor and have
the advisor's signature on their
student program form. Preregistration for fall quarter is
April 27.

THE

and additional information are
available in the Financial Aid
Office, 106 Somsen.
Veterans Work-Study
If any veterans are interested in
working for the Veteran's
Administration at WSU, there will
be a work-study opening in the
next couple weeks. Applicants
must be on the GI Bill and a fulltime student. For further
information and applications
contact the veterans office, 101
Phelps.
European Tour
A two-week tour of Europe is
being offered by the Winona State

06

University
Department
Education this summer.

of

The tour is open to all interested
persons and designed to acquaint
parents, teachers, future educators
and students of literature with
historical and cultural sights.
The group will depart on June 21
and return on July 7, after
visiting England, Holland,
Germany and Denmark.

FREE 30
To 90 Day
Check

Assembled By
Factory Trained
Mechanics

402 Mankato Ave.•SALES & SERVICE SINCE 1945•Tel. 452-5665

•
•0.
•• •
ather

proudly presents...

Godfathers
Pizza

tr613147 IC118e1S.
FOR MEN

PLAZA SQUARE—DOWNTOWN WINONA

III

This is no ordinary Suit Sale, we have
specifically choosen these suits to fit
your needs perfectly. Cli:ssic
traditional styles that will serve you
well and represent a solid investment
for years to come.

Solids, Pinstripes, and Fancys
easy care texturized polyester
— 3 piece suits. Perfect for
Graduation festivities and
employment interviews.
Reg. $125.00 Now $99.99

Designer suits & Sport coats, tailored
specifically for young men. From
$90.00 to $200.00.
Save $25.00
All tailoring is completed at no
charge. Shop early and if we have to
special order something for you we
will still honor the Sale Price.

452-9741

St. Mary's Hospital

WINONAN
SAYS,

Extra-Lite Bicycles
Down to 23 lbs.

--READY TO 001

KOLTER'S BICYCLE STORE

A commitment will be necessary
by May 1, 1981. For more
information call Dr. Lee McMillen,
457-2075 or Dr. Otto Frank, 4572076.

66 Center St. Winona

12,10,5,3,1 Speed Bicycles

Is More Than
"Caring For You"

It's also a quiet hike in the woods,
the thrill of rock climbing, the peace
of a lake at sunset, the pleasure of
cross country skiing, the excitement
of downhill skiing, the beauty of
Lake Superior's north shore, the
wilderness of the BWCA, the
solitude of Isle Royal National Park
and the satisfaction of working at a
growing regional medical and
education center.
Head north for a challenging career
in nursing and a breath of fresh air.
Call collect, Bea Dwyer or Ramona
Dalbacka at 218-727-4551, extension
296, or use the attached coupon to
send for more information on why
nursing in Duluth is more than just a
job.
P.S. Ask us about summertime
nurse-technician opportunities.
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rSPO rtg
Warriors 2-1 in MC action;
key weekend series upcoming
he came in when Kelly Trautman
parked a two-run homer to right
field as the Dragons cut the lead to
Although things didn't go quite 4-2.
But in the Warrior half of the
as coach Gary Grob planned,
Winona State was still able to sixth, WSU pulled away for good,
muster a 2-1 record in the first scoring five runs. Moorhead
weekend of NIC baseball at pitcher Dave Felch hit Bob
Loughrey Field. Boesche with a pitch, then went on
In their opening game with to walk three consecutive
Moorhead State, they scored four Warriors, forcing in a run. Then
runs in the first inning, which was Rich Meier, who ended the day
highlighted by doubles from three-for-four at the plate, hit a
second baseman Brad Johnson and two-run double.
Moorhead went for a pitching
center fielder Terry Heiderscheit.
The Warriors held a 4-0 lead change, but nothing seemed to
until the sixth when Moorhead's work for the Dragons. The pitcher,
catcher Mark Hamre singled, and Gary Anderson, balked in a run,

by Mark Jaskulske
and Ross Evavold

and then walked another Warrior.
A sacrifice fly by Clint Faas gave
Winona their fifth run of the
inning.
The winning pitcher was Greg
Verthein who's record is now 3-1.
The second game was called due
to rain in the third inning with the
Warriors on top 4-0.
In Saturday's first contest, WSU
managed only four hits off
Bemidji's Jim Schwarz and lost 3-0.
Although Winona's lead-off batter
reached base in five of seven
innings, only once did anyone get
as far as third base.
In face, in both of the final two
Continued on Page 10

Women's tennis team loses
to St. Olaf, tops Moorhead
by Refine Waldorf

Warrior coach Gary Grob and umpire Bob (Spike) Koehler have a little
disagreement over a disputed call in the Warriors' 9-2 win over Moorhead
State Friday at Loughrey Field. (Photo by C.W. Lake)

Women tracksters
break three records
The Winona State women's
track team broke three school
records at the Drake Invitational
track meet held in Des Moines,
Iowa on Saturday.
Annette Grothe set a new school
record in the 3000-meter run.
Grothe's time was 11:55.1.
In the 800-meter run, Ann
Kruger set a new school record
with a time of 2:23.1.
Sue Peterson beat her previous
school record in the 400-meter run
with a time of 62 seconds.
Despite the fact that three new
school records were set at the

meet, the team did not score any
points. Women's track coach
Marge Moravec commented that
"this was to be expected due to the
competition at the meet."
"The competition was just
awesome," Moravec said. "The
girls received good experience just
running against this competition."
Mankato State won the meet
with 92 points. University of
Wisconsin-LaCrosse placed second
with 90 points.
The next meet for the team will
be in Decorah, Iowa at the Luther
Invitational on Saturday.

After suffering their first dual
meet loss of the year last Thursday
against St. Olaf College, the
Winona State women's tennis team
got back on the winning track
Saturday by defeating Moorhead
State 8-1 in a meet held on the
WSU courts.
Against St. Olaf, Sheri Boettcher
and Lori Gianos both won their
singles match, and the two teamed
up to win in doubles as the tennis
team fell 6-3 to St. Olaf.
On Saturday against Moorhead,
Peg Hays won at no. 1 singles with
a 7-5, 5-7, 6-1 victory over Kristi
Stroebo of MSU. Boettcher
outscored Christi Koeppe in the no.
2 singles spot 6-2, 6-0.
Gianos, in the no. 3 singles
position, triumphed over Julie
Baenan 3-6, 6-2, 7-6. Nancy Barlau
defeated Tracy Smith 6-1, 6-3,
Michele Dzuibinski of WSU beat
Mary Doberstein 6-4, 6-3, and
Annette Pelach downed
Moorhead's Jill Potter 6-4, 6-3 to
lead the Warriors to a sweep in the
singles matches.
In doubles the team of Boettcher

and Gianos breezed to a 6-2, 6-0
victory over Koeppe and Stroebo.
Barlau and Hayes at no. 2 doubles
downed Doberstein and Smith 6-7,
6-0, 6-0. The Warrior's no. 3
doubles team of Pelach and Linda
Sharpe defaulted their match.
In exhibition matches, Peggy
Kelly and Laura Gerths both won
their singles matches, and Sue

Mulcahy and Mary Jo Korton
teamed up to win their doubles
match.
. The Warriors are now 2-0 in
Northern Sun Conference action
and 5-1 overall. They will host St.
Cloud State for their next
scheduled meet on Wednesday
afternoon.

Schedule of Events
Time
2:00
2:00

Event
Women's tennis vs. St. Cloud
Women's tennis vs.
Mankato State
Women's softball vs.
Mankato State
Baseball vs. UM-Morris
Baseball vs. Northern State
Women's track at Luther
Invitational

Site
WSU Courts
Mankato

April 20

Men's golf vs. UW-LaCrosse

Westfield

1:00

April 21

Baseball vs. Mankato State
Men's track at UW-River
Falls Invitational
Women's softball vs.
Southwest State
Women's tennis vs.
Southwest State

Loughrey Field
River Falls, Wisc.

2:00
2:00

West End Rec.

2:00

WSU Courts

2:00

Date
April 15
April 16

April 17
April 18

Mankato
Loughrey Field
Loughrey Field
Decorah, Iowa

2:00
1:00
2:00
12:00

Eitter, alumni and wrestlers ponder wrestling future
by Jim Kohner
With Tom Eitter's position
retrenched in the health, physical
education, and recreation
department, as well as the position
as head wrestling coach, wrestlers,
alumni, Eitter and others are
concerned about the future of the
wrestling program at Winona
State.
In Eitter's five years as
wrestling coach, he compiled about
a 50 percent winning percentage in
dual meets. His teams finished
third in the conference meet three
years, and in six tournaments
leading to the NCAA Division
II national meet this winter, his
team placed at least fourth in the
number of place-finishers in every
meet.
This year's team placed 24th out

of 88 teams in the Division II
nationals, the highest finish of any
Minnesota university at the meet.
"I was very happy with the job I
did here," Eitter said, "We were at
the point where we were starting
to recruit locally. We were a very
competitive team, but we didn't
have any money to offer a kid for a
scholarship."
any
had
never
"We
administration backing either,"
Eitter continued, "It seemed like
they just wanted us to be
respectible, not contenders. And I
couldn't compete with other
schools for wrestlers when I only
had $380 in scholarship money."
Larry Marchioda, former
wrestler at WSU who is now the
head wrestling coach at Fond Du
Lac (Wis.) High School, is also very
concerned about the wrestling

future.
Marchioda sent a letter to all
former wrestlers asking them to
back Eitter and the wrestling
program by sending letters to
President Hanson. In his letter,
Marchioda stated that "wresting is
at an emergency state at the
present time. The future of
wrestling at Winona State will be
either very short or non-existing."
"All I want to do is let the alumni
become aware of what's
happening," Marchioda said in a
telephone interview. "We (the
alumni) have a lot of pride in the
wrestling program at Winona
State. We want to see it
maintained. Athletics are a great
experience for the studentathletes, and if the program is in
jeopardy, it's going to hurt them."
Marchioda said he has been

sending wrestlers to Winona State
for quite some time, and he feels
it's a great place for both education
and athletics.
"As a coach and alumni, all I can
do is express my concern," he
stated. "I feel so strong about the
wrestling program. That wrestling
program at WSU brought me to
school, gave me an education, and
put me in the position that I'm in
today."
Probably the people most
affected by the situation are the
wrestlers. A number of them have
already stated that they are
transferring out after this year,
and Larry Herm, who is also a
member of the football team, has
filed a grievance about Eitter's
retrenchment to the Student
Senate.
In the grievance, Herm states, "I

feel the removal of Dr. Eitter from
the HPER department will
seriously affect the quality of the
department academically. I also
feel the athletic department,
especially the football and
wrestling teams, will suffer a
serious setback, which is being
inflicted by the upper echelons of
the administration of Winona State
University."
Greg
Rucinski,
Gary
Woosencraft, and Brian Cahoon
have all indicated that if Eitter is
leaving, they will transfer. Brian
Ryan is still undecided about
transferring out.
"I think they made the cut in the
wrong place," said Woosencraft,
who was one of three Warrior

Continued on Page 12
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Men netters drop first
four matches of season
by Peter Browne

Gary Hanley of Winona State is caught in action in the men's tennis
teams' 7-2 loss to St. Mary's College last Monday at the WSU courts.
(Photo by C.W. Lake)

The Winona State men's tennis
team suffered three defeats over
the weekend in Mankato.
In the first match, Mankato
defeated WSU 9-0, and in the
second match, it was Duluth
prevailing with a 8-1 score.
The only highlight for the
Warrior netman came from Jeff
DeFrang, as he won his singles
match over Duluth's Tim
McGregor 6-1, 6-3.
Northern State defeated WSU
in the final match of the weekend
by shutting out the Warriors 9-0.
"I felt that we played pretty
good considering the shake-up in
our lineup due to Randy Koehler's
injury." stated WSU coach Bob
Gunner. "We lost a lot of 6-4
matches that could have gone
either way. The competition was
fairly strong and I think that is
what the guys need — good
experience to help strengthen
their overall play,"
The WSU netmen opened their
season last Monday against cross-

Relay teams highlight
men s track teamperformance
Two relay teams and one
individual placed for the Winona
State men's track team last
Saturday in the Coleman
Invitational held at Stevens Point,
Wisconsin.
Joel Harshaw placed sixth in the
triple jump with a leap of 41 feet.
The mile relay team of Brian

What you
should know
about diamonds:

Hoff, Pete Sazama, John Keane
and John Carroll placed sixth with
a time of 3:27.
And the Warrior 440-yard relay
team placed seventh in a time of
44.6 seconds. That team consisted
of Bob Worner, Harshaw, Al Wolff
and Jim Wolters.
"Everyone's time improved

tremendously," commented coach
Bob Keister. "It was a really good
meet for us. By conference time,
we should have our times down
even more."
The men's track team will return
to action at the Drake Relays on
April 23-25 in Des Moines, Iowa.

WESTGATE OPTICAL
"Commitment To Personal Service"

Soft Contact Lens Special
INCLUDES:

$ 9 5"

town rival St. Mary's and wound
up on the short end of the match as
St. Mary's defeated WSU 7-2.
The only wins for the Warriors
came at the no. 5 singles spot as
Steve Krueger topped St. Mary's
Steve Stupka 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, and in
doubles where Krueger and Pete

Fuchsel teamed up in doubles to
beat Carroll and Mike Walker 6-1,
7-6.
WSU will have the next week off
before they return to action
against St. Mary's April 22 at the
Terrace Heights courts. Starting
time is scheduled for 3 p.m.

WSU frisbee team
takes sport serious
by Bill Ashton
It seems to most people frisbee
is something to play while down at
the lake or to just simply pass the
time. Here at Winona State
University, however, the ultimate
frisbee team, alias The Mississippi
Valley Cling-Ons, take frisbee a
great deal more seriously.
With the spring months coming
into view, area tournaments are
already in their organizational
stages. Teams are also hard at
work practicing for the spring
seasons competition. This years
members of the Cling-Ons
organization are: Chris Linde,
Mike Krajnak, Bernie Lauer,
Patrick Towle, Ed Strom, Bill
Ashton, Rich Strike, Greg Garmon,
Sue Grangaard, Vinni Valdez,
Kraig Howes, Kent Howes, Eric
Hepker, Tom Mullens, Bryan

Carey, George Johnson, Carl
Stewart, Sam Snyder, Chris
Brown, Tim Freberg and Jeff
Maniscilco.
The Mississippi Valley Cling-Ons
are sponsoring a Frisbee Day
Tournament down at the bandshell
May 9-10. Anyone interested in
working at the tournament or
becoming a frisbee club member,
feel free to contact club PresidentChris Linde at 452-8348 or VicePresident Bill Ashton at 452-5546.
In their first tournament of the
season, the Cling-Ons placed
second to St. Cloud in a
tournament at St. Cloud.
The Cling-Ons lost to the host
team 15-9 in the finals.
Two weeks ago, the Cling-Ons
took on a team from the University
of Wisconsin 'LaCrosse, and came
away with a 18-8 win.

Baseball

win over the Beavers.
Continued from Page 9
Tom Sawyer went three-forinnings, the first two men up got on
base. "We were playing for one run three to lead the hitting attack,
in the sixth," commented Grob, and Joe Koppi had two hits and
"but we had the middle of our line- three RBI's.
up hitting, and just one swing of
"We have a tough team coming
the bat and we would have been in here Friday," said Grob of the
tied."
University of Minnesota-Morris.
In the second game, the Warriors The Warriors are also playing
scored three runs in the bottom of Northern State in another twinbill
the first, highlighted by Meier's on Saturday. "Next weekend is
lead-off home run, enroute to a 5-2 definitely a key for our season."

Celebrate Easter

Are you unsure of being able to wear
contacts? Come into our office for a

• 60 Day Money Back
Free Trial of soft contacts.
Satisfaction Guarantee
—Absolutely No Obligation•Examination and special
• 60 Day Service Agreement
toric lenses not included.
• Cold Storage Care Kit

LOVE LIGHT

OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1981

Cutting
A perfectly cut diamond
will reflect all the light
upwards for maximum
brilliance

WESTGATE OPTICAL

(Behind Country Kitchen)
1600 W. Gilmore Ave. Winona, MN. 55987
454-5384
[Nc.-PP-s
9e.

Contacts fitted by State Registered Optometrist

With A
Flowering Plant
Easter Lilies
Gloxinias - Many Colors
Mums
African Violets
Blooming Hanging Baskets From '8 95

Every ArtCarved diamond is precision cut for
brilliance, whether its
shape is round, oval,
pear or marquise

Pregnant?

ARTORVED

and afraid?

Great Assortment of Green Plants

There is a friend who cares.

and Tropical Foliage

.

DIAMONDS WEDDING RINGS

Olt
JEWELERS --e, SINCE 186

77 Plaza East
Downtown Winona

B

irthri g ht

452-2421

free pregnancy tests
free confidential help

from '1 29 and Up.

7404,

72 Center Street

740,

452-8949

Next To Godfathers
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"One Fish
Sandwich for 89s." I

Softball team sweeps Moorhead
by Dave Miller
On Saturday, the Winona State
women's softball team swept a
doubleheader from Moorhead
State by scores of 2-1 and 3-1.
"In both games our pitching was
excellent along with a good
defensive effort," said assistant
coach Kari Torgerson.
In the first game, Warrior
pitcher Laurie Coffey allowed only
two hits and gave up five walks,
despite a very shakey first inning.
Coffey allowed Moorhead to load
the bases with only one out, she
then reared back and notched two
strikeouts to end the inning.
The Warriors were behind by
one run until the sixth inning. Kim
Empey led off with a single (her
third hit of the game) and Coffey
reached base by an error. With one

out, pinch hitter Lisa Seifert
slammed a triple between the left
and centerfielder bringing in the
tieing and winning run. "That hit
by Lisa Siefert was definately a
good, timely hit," stated
Torgerson.
In the second game, the
Warriors had another great
exhibition of pitching, this time by
Laurie Hill. Hill allowed only one
run on four hits and allowed only
three walks.
The Warriors got a run in the
first inning on a pair of Moorhead
errors, then scored again in the
third thanks to a Moorhead miscue;
In the fifth inning, Cindy
Dondlinger reached first on a
infield hit. The throw to first was
high, allowing her to go to second.
The throw into the infield was off

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

target, and Dondlinger raced
around to score.
Torgerson stated,"Overall, we're
really pleased at our performance
today, but would like to see more
aggressiveness in our hitting
game."
In their season opener last
Wednesday, the softball team lost
two close games to the University
of Minnesota by scores of 3-0 and 1-

I

BURGER

Please present this coupon before order- I
ing. Limit one coupon per customer. Void I
where prohibited by law. This offer I
expires April 30, 1981.
I
Good only at Winona.

KI

I

J

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks

o.
Coffey threw a six-hitter in the
first game, and Deb Oppegard
suffered the loss in the second
game as the Gophers scored their
only run in the bottom of the
seventh.
The Warriors are 2-2 on the year
and will play St. Cloud State at
home on Wednesday afternoon,
then travel to Mankato State for a
doubleheader on Thursday.

Car-inv. value $2143 sold for $100
Call 601-941-8014 Ext. 3376
Many other bargains available.
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Winona & LaCrosse

Pam Kepler (left) and Kim Empey found second base a busy place as the
Warrior shortstop-second baseman duo turn a double play in the softball
teams' sweep over Moorhead Saturday at West End Rec. (Photo by Terri
Poehls)

LaCROSSE--:
April 16

Spring time
is Miller time

MISSION MOUNTAIN
& JOHN BAYLEY

For parties, special events, and
novelty items CALL
!prow arms
‘1111111

■

WET BEHIND THE EARS
April 20

RON WAD BAND

457-2450

OFF
BROADWAY
National Recording Artist

Miller Rep

April 21

Miller Girls

Linda Joanna

PATRIOT
April 21

BEATLES FOREVER
Special Guest
ACTOR

April 22

JOHNNY HOLM

Special Guest
RAGE

or look for the
Gigi
Gwen

April 15 - 19

April 17, 18

Bill Reuhl,

Barb
Betsy

p-- WINONA

LaCROSSE

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Guys
Ladies
Friday

f.b. Drink Specials
Mug Nite
2 for 1
Mug Nite
Beer Special
8:30 - 10:00
No Cover Charge
Happy Hour
6:00 to 8:30

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
&Cheap Drinks from

W INONA

Mug Nite
(in the Nasty Habit)
2 for 1
Mug Nite
8-9

Beer-Champagne Special
Thursday
Girls — No cover - Champagne cheap
Guys—Beer-Special-all you can drink.8:30-10:00
Happy Hour
Friday
7:00 to 8:30

Free Cover every night from 7:00 - 8:00
(Except Special Events)

•
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Wrestling

Glamour Girls win in
11%1 softball action
by Garry Taman
When a team scores 10 runs,
they usually expect to win.
However, when the opposition
scores 17 runs, 10 just isn't enough.
Such was the case as the Glamour
Girls downed the Morey Junas 1710 in women's intramural softball
action last Wednesday.
The Morey Junas knew they
were in trouble in the first inning
when the Glamour girls sent 12
hitters to the plate, collected six
hits, a walk and were aided by four
Morey Juno errors. After the
smoke cleared, the Glamour Girls
found themselves out in front 6-0.
Most teams would have thrown
in the towel at this point but not
the MJ's. They picked up one run

4114
11rdlikli
STANDARD

MEW

in the second on a bases loaded
walk to Katy Marx, and three in the
third on a three-run blast by
Jeannie Windhorst to cut the
margin to 6-4. That was the closest
they could get as the GG's put
together another explosion in their
half of the third as once more they
sent 12 hitters to the plate, this
time coming away with seven runs.
Errors seemed to be the
difference in the game as the MJ's
committed 14 misplays to only five
for the GG's. The GG's win offset
an outstanding hitting
performance by Windhorst, who
smashed two homers in three trips
to the plate while collecting five
RBI's. Julie Tomita, Vicki Kieffer,
Jean Henning and Jan Alexander
led a balanced GG attack, as each
had a pair of hits.

ad
Huff & Bellevlew Sts. Winona

& MCGUIRE

Continued from Page 9
wrestlers to advance to the
national tournament this year. "I
don't think I can go anywhere
where I'll find a coach as good as
Eitter."
Herm thinks the whole situation
is politics. "To keep up the quality
of education, you have to have
quality coaches," he stated. "And
Eitter is a quality coach."
Bob Gunner, who is slated to
take over the program next year,
has said he doesn't want to coach
wrestling.
"I think it would be best for the
kids if the program was dropped so
they could transfer," Gunner said.
"I don't think it would be fair to the
kids if I coached. They won't be
getting the excellent instruction."
According to the views of
Gunner, Eitter, the wrestlers and
alumni, the future for wrestling
does not look bright at Winona
State.

452-3559

New! New! New!

Baseball Undershirts
T-Shirts
Minnesota Shirts
Shorts of all Styles & sizes
Socks in many colors
This ad plus a $10.00 purchase earns you a
FREE Pair of Socks.
Offer Expires
4.25-81
Quality Sporting Goods
63 Plaza E.
STORE HOURS:

GAA

Mon. • Thurs. 9.5
Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9.5

Downtown Winona, Minn.

507-452-2590

Now in stock for May 30th Graduation. Your
personal Commencement announcements. They
can be purchased in any amounts and the cost is
only .45 each.
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Going home for the long -weekend?
Make sure your car is healthy!!
Steve's Standard provides
Top Quality Car Care!
Steve's Standard
Just across the tracks on Huff
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